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Abstract

SFK (skip-filtered, kernel) resolution is a new method
for finding "interesting" consequences of a first order
clausal theory E, namely those in some restricted tar-
get language £T. In its more restrictive form, SFK
resolution corresponds to a relatively efficient SAT
method, directional resolution; in its more general
form, to a full prime implicate algorithm, namely Ti-
son’s. It generalizes both of them by offering much
more flexible search, first order completeness, and a
much wider range of inferential capabilities.
SFK resolution has many applications: computing
"characteristic" clauses for task-specific languages in
abduction, explanation and non-monotonic reasoning
(Inoue 1992); obtaining LUB approximations of the
input theory (Selman and Kautz 1996) which axe 
polynomial size; incremental and lazy exact knowl-
edge compilation (del Val 1994); and compilation into
a tractable form for restricted target languages, inde-
pendently of the tractability of inference in the given
target language.

Introduction

We introduce kernel deductionsPwhich in the propo-
sitional case can be succintly described as the set of
resolution proofs explored by Tison’s method for com-
puting the prime implicates of a propositional theory
(Tison 1967). Kernel resolutionFwhich resembles some-
what ordered resolutionFis complete for first-order con-
sequence finding. Skip-filtered kernel resolution (SFK
for short) provides a very general way of restricting ker-
nel resolution to make it complete for all consequences
in some restricted target language.

A first order clausal theory E is written over some
clausal language /:F consisting of all clauses that can
be constructed using terms and predicates occurring in
E. Among the implicates or clausal consequences of
E (clauses C E /: such that E ~ C)Fwe might 
interested in all of themFor only in those that belong
to some target language /:T C_ /:. These are the ~:T-
implicates (clauses C E /:T such that E ~ C). Let
PI£r (E) be the set of prime /:T-implicates of EFi.e.
/:T-implicates not properly (O-)subsumed by any other
£T-implicate of E. Then the restricted task of /:T-

consequence finding is (mainly) finding all clauses 
PI£T (E).

Consequence finding (as opposed to refutation find-
ing) has received relatively little attention in the the-
orem proving literature. HoweverFand as convincingly
argued by (Inoue 1992)Fthis relative disregard is 
longer justifiedFas consequence-finding has multiple ap-
plications. Inoue discusses finding the set of prime
/:T-implicates (what he calls "characteristic clauses")
for certain task-specific languages £T (e.g. involving
only certain predicates)Fand its application to expla-
nationFabductionFdiagnosisFand non-monotonic rea-
soning. SFK resolution can be used for all of them.

A second set of more recent applications of
consequence-finding arise from knowledge compilation
(KC) (see (Cadoli and Donini 1997) for a review)F
where the knowledge base is preprocessed in an "of-
fline phaser’ so as to make "online" query answer-
ing tractable. In exact KCF all queries can be an-
swered tractably after compilation; (del Val 1994F
Marquis 1995) are examples of exact KC using full full
consequence finding. In the main version of approxi-
mate KC (Selman and Kantz 1991FSelman and Kautz
1996)Fon the other handFthe theory is approximated
by a theory formulated in some target sublanguage/:T.
This approximation is equivalent to the set of all /:T-
consequences of the input theoryFso provided inference
in /:T is traetableFall queries in /:T can be answered
tractably.

Our contribution to KC is threefold. We show how to
systematically obtain polynomial size approximations
(e.g. obtain all implicates smaller than some constant)F
thus repairing a weak spot of Selman and Kautz’s LUB
framework. SecondPwe define an incremental version
of the exact KC algorithm of (del Val 1994) using ker-
nel resolutionFwith support for lazy and query-directed
compilation. FinallyFby combining our exact KC algo-
rithm with SFK resolutionFwe provide a way to ensure
tractable answers for any target language/:TFindepen-
dently of whether inference in/:T is tractable.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In section
1 we introduce kernel and SFK resolutionFand prove
them sound and complete for (/:T)-implicate finding
in predicate calculus. Section 2 discusses propositional
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search strategiesPin particular "bucket elimination" and
incremental saturationFsuitable for any form of SFK
resolution. Section 3 introduces various applications of
SFK-resolution: computing characteristic clauses and
LUB approximationsFpolynomial size approximationsF
exact KCFand compilation for restricted target lan-
guages.

Kernel resolution

Kernel resolution generalizes Tison’s (1967) well-known
algorithm for computing prime implicates. Tison’s al-
gorithm processes propositional variables in orderFand
is based on the idea that once all resolvents on a given
literal have been computedFno further resolutions on
that literal are needed.

Procedure Tison-PI(E)
PI := E;
for each variable xi in [Xl..X~] do

for each pair of clauses xiC, ~D ̄  PI do
if their resolvent E = C U D is not a tautology and

E is not subsumed by any clause of PI
then remove from PI any clause F subsumed by E

PI := PI U {E}
return PI

We can view Tison’s algorithm as engaged in an im-
plicit proof enumeration task. For each clause C it gen-
eratesPwe can trace back the deduction of C through its
parent and ancestor clausesFobtaining the usual resoln-
tion tree for C. Seeing the method in this way allows us
to separate the proof finding task from the particular
enumeration technique implicit in Tison’s method.

SpecificallyFin Tison’s method a clause C can be re-
solved exactly upon literals which are later in the order-
ing ("larger") than the literal resolved upon to obtain
C (or upon any literal if C is an input clause). We call
this "usable" set of literalsFthe kernel of CFwhich we
denote k(C). The remaining literals (those smaller than
the literal resolved upon) we call the skipFdenoted s(C)F
because neither they nor any of their descendants will
be resolved upon. We write a clause C as an ordered
pair A[B] where C = A U BPs(C) = and k(C) = 

As an exampleFwith the obvious orderingl-if Xl~ and
x2x3 are clauses in the input then we would obtain the
clause XlX3. Because Xl has already been processed
by Tison method when the clauses are resolved upon
x2 and ~Fwe know that xlx3 will never be resolved
upon XlFand may be resolved upon x3. We record this
information by writing the clause as Xl[X3].

Kernel resolution deductions are simply resolution
deductions in which every literal resolved upon is in
its clause’s kernelFjust as in Tison’s method. We ex-
tend this definition slightly to deal with the first order
case directly. Formally:

Definition 1 Let Pl, . . . ,Pn be an ordering of the pred-
icate symbols. We say that pi has ordinal i. Let li and
lj literals with predicate symbols Pi and pj respectively.
We say that lj is larger or equal than li iff i < j.

Definition 2 A kernel deduction of a clause C from
a set of clauses E is a sequence of clauses of the form
SI[K1],..., Sn[Kn] such that:

1. C=S~UK~
2. For every k, Sk U Kk is not a tautology.
3. For every k, either:
(a) Kk ¯ E and Sk = ~ (input clause); 
(b) Sk[Kk] is a factor of ~[Kj], j < 1 or
(c) Sk U Kk is a resolvent of two clauses Si U Ki and

Sj U Kj (i, j < k) such that:
i. the literals resolved upon to obtain Sk U Kk are in,

respectively, Ki and Kj; and
ii. Kk is the set of all literals of Sk U Kk which are

larger or equal than the literals resolved upon, ac-
cording to the given ordering, and Sk is the set of
smaller literals.

The kernel index of Sk [Kk] is the ordinal i of the pred-
icate pi resolved upon to obtain Sk[Kk] (or 0 if Sk[Kk]
is an input clause). The kernel depth of the deduction
is the kernel index of its conclusion C.

The "clausal meaning" of a kernel clause Sk[Kk] is
simply given by Sk U Kk; the crucial aspect is that res-
olutions are only permitted upon kernel literalsFcondi-
tion 3.b.iiFand that the literal resolved upon partitions
the literals of the resolvent into those smaller (the skip)
and those larger or equal (the kernel) than the literal
resolved uponFcondition 3.b.iii. The same partition can
be induced from the kernel index.

Definition 3 A clause D O-subsumes a clause C just
in case there exists a substitution a such that Da C_ C
and D has no more literals than C.

Definition 4 We write E }-k C iff there exists a kernel
deduction of a clause D that O-subsumes C from E.

Example 1 Suppose E1 = {61,62,C3,64} is as de-
picted below. The left column shows the computation
of Tison-PI(E1) under the natural orderingFwith each
step explained in the middle column.

C2 = ~x3 C~ = [~x3](o)
Ca = ~-Tx4 input

Ca = [xi{x4](o)
04 = -X--3X4

E1
C~ = [~g"3x4](o)

C5 = x2x4 Resolve(C1,63, Xl) C~ = [x2x41(1)

C6 = XlX3 Resolve(C1,C2,x2) C~ = x1[x3](2)
C7 = x3x4 Resolve(C2, C5, x2) C~ = [xax4](2)
Cs = ~-~2x4 Resolve(C2, C4, x3) C~ = x-if[x4](3)
C9 = XlX4 Resolve(C4,Cs,x3) C~ = Xl[X4](3)
C10 = X4 Resolve(C4, C7, x3) el0 = [x4](3)

After obtaining CloF all clauses containing x4 are
deletedFsince they are now subsumed. The resulting

1There cannot be two literals with the same predicate
symbol one of which is in Sj and the other in Kj. Thus there
is no possible ambiguity in defining the factoring operation.



set of prime implicates is {C1, C2, C6, C10 }. We can de-
scribe this process as computing kernel deductionsFas
shown in the right columnFwhere the rightmost num-
bers are kernel indexes. ¯

Proposition 1 Every resolution deduction carried out
by Tison’s method from a set of ground clauses ~ can
be written as a kernel deduction from E.

ThusFusing the completeness of Tison’s method for
computing prime implicatesFwe immediately obtain:

Corollary 2 (Ground soundness/completeness)
Ground kernel deductions are sound and complete for
consequence-finding, that is, for any ground clause C
and set of ground clauses E, E ~ C iff E F-k C.

Using standard lifting techniques from (Slagle et al.
1969FMinicozzi and Reiter 1972) we can show:

Theorem 3 (FOL soundness/completeness) Let
be a set of clauses, C a clause. ~ ~ C iff ~ ~-k C.

In additionFfirst order kernel resolution satisfies:

Proposition 4

1. Every descendant D of a clause C is such that
[s(C)]a C_ s(D) for some substitution 

2. Descendants of skipped literals are never resolved
upon.

Property 4.1 is crucial to SFK-resolutionFthe gen-
eralization of kernel resolution to focus on restricted
target languages which is discussed next. As a special
caseFground skipped literals of a clause stay in all its
descendants. Property 4.2 is crucial for applications in
knowledge compilation.

Skip-filtered kernel resolution

As already suggestedFwe are often interested in find-
ing only the consequences of the input theory in some
restricted "target language" ~TFrather than all conse-
quences. Skip-filtered kernel resolutionFor SFK resolu-
tion for shortFis a restriction of kernel resolution which
achieves exactly this.

Definition 5 An ~T-SFK resolution deduction of C
from E is a kernel deduction of C from E satisfying the
following additional restriction:

4. For every k: Sk or some factor of Sk is in ~-.T (in
which case we say that Sk [Kk] is £:T-acceptable).

We write E ~-~kT C when there is a I:T-SFK resolution
deduction from E of some D which O-subsumes C.

We will consider only target languages which are
closed under O-subsumption (c.u.s.)Fi.e. such that for
any C E £:TFif D 0-subsumes C then D E LT. If a
language £:s is not c.u.sFone can always close it offFby
defining the language cus(£:x) = {D E ~ I 3C C £:x 
D 0-subsumes C}.

There are many languages which are c.u.sFe.g, the
set of Horn clausesFsets of clauses which use only some
subset of the predicatesFthe set of clauses with less

than k literals. For many othersFclosing off is a useful
operation; e.g. consider cus({C})Fwhere C is a single
clanseFor cus(L:z) when ~:s is some subset of ground
clauses of ~.

Theorem 5 (FOL soundness/completeness for ~T)

Suppose ~T is c.u.s. VC C fcT: ~ ~ C iff ~ f_~r C.

Corollary 6 Let SFK£r (~) be the set of unsubsumed
clauses generated by any exhaustive form of SFK reso-
lution. PI£T (~) = SFK£r (~,) M ~T.

Note that c.u.s, implies that the empty clause [] is
in £:T- There are therefore two extreme special cases of
this theorem. If £:T ---- £: is the full languagel~hen SFK-
resolution is complete for consequence finding; and if
~T = ~[::] : {["l} then SFK resolution is a satisfiability
methodFwhere the only "interesting" potential impli-
cate of ~ is the empty clause.

Subsumption

Deletion of subsumed clauses is a very powerful prun-
ing technique for any search strategy. SFK-resolution
remains complete under the following replacement pol-
icy: if C 0-subsumes DF then delete DF and update
C"s kernel index to be the minimum of the indexes of
C and D; semanticallyFthis amounts to possibly en-
larging the kernel of the subsumerFadding literals that
were already skipped. For certain search strategies (see
BE below)Fwe can use a stronger deletion policyFby
which we just delete clauses as soon as they become
subsumed (as usualFchecking for forward subsumption
before backward subsumption); but this policy destroys
completeness in other cases (e.g. IS below).

Propositional search strategies

Kernel resolution differs from other consequence find-
ing procedures in that it does not prejudge the search
strategy. Any exhaustive search of the space of SFK de-
ductions will doltncluding standard saturation methods
(Chang and Lee 1973) and lazy evaluation strategies.
We introduce in this section two propositional exhaus-
tive search procedures: "Bucket eliminationI" a gener-
alization for SFK resolution of the methods of (Dechter
1998); and an alternative method of "incremental sat-
uration" which processes input clauses incrementallyF
and is specially suited for situations where the input is
initially only partially specified.

All the results in this section assume ~T is C.U.S.
(without loss of generalityFas seen above)Fand apply
only to the ground case. The reason for the latter re-
striction is that in FOL both methods fail to guarantee
fairnessFi.e, that every derivable clause is eventually
derivedFand are therefore incomplete for FOL.

Indexing functions

Before we present both methodsFwe will discuss the
basic data structures we use. Consider an ordered ar-
ray of buckets b[xi]Fone for each propositional variable



Xl,.*., Xn. Each bucket b[xi] contains clauses contain-
ing occurrences of xiFaccording to some indexing ]unc-
tion Izr . I~r is a function that maps each clause into
a subset of the clause’s variables; it determines which
clauses go to which buckets by the rule C E b[xi] iff
x~ ~ IcT (C).
Definition 6 (/:T-acceptable indexing) An index-
ing ]unction I£T is ~:T-acceptable iff xi E I£T (C) when-
ever resolving C on xi can generate some ~:T-acceptable
resolvent as a child.

The long version of this paper discusses indexing
functions in more detailFas the complexity of search is
a direct function of bucket size. For any/:TPWe will use
the/:T-acceptable function I~T (C) {kernel variables
of the largest prefix ll ... Ik of C s.t. lll2... Ik-1 E /:T}["
where C is assumed sorted in ascending kernel order.

Bucket elimination
Bucket elimination (BE) processes buckets b[Xl]Fb[x2]F
...Fin order. It computes in step i all resolvents on xi
obtained from clauses in b[xi]; among theseFit selects
the /:T-acceptable resolventsFand adds them to their
"corresponding" buckets by calling I£T. Variable xi is
"eliminated" when finished with its bucketFin the sense
that it will never be revisited: no further resolutions
upon xi are needed.

BE exhaustively explores the space of SFK deduc-
tions in breadth-first search relative to the ke~-nel depth
of SFK-derivations (see Def. 2). This allows us to show:

Theorem 7 (Ground completeness of BE)
Ground bucket elimination with any LT-acceptable
indexing ]unction I£T is a terminating and exhaustive
search strategy for SFK resolution and therefore for
propositional ~:T-consequence finding.

Furthermore, ground BE remain complete under the
deletion policy for subsumed clauses.

Consider now the two extreme cases of theorem 5
under the light of theorem 7. FirstF when /:T ---- /:
then every possible resolvent is /:-acceptableF which
suggests the implementation I£T(C) = IL(C) = k(C).
The resulting bucket elimination procedure corresponds
exactly to Tison-PIF where clauses can be resolved
upon any of their kernel literals. On the other handF
if /:T = /:[::l = {[-’1} then I£T(C) = I£o(C) 
{smallest kernel variable of C}Fsince resolving on any
other kernel variable cannot yield any /:a-acceptable
resolvents. Bucket elimination with this indexing func-
tion is identical to directional resolution (DR)FDechter
and Rish’s (1994) version of the original Davis-Putnam
(1960) satisfiability procedure Because DR is a rela-
tively efficient satisfiability method for semi-structured
problemsFit is encouraging that it is at the same time
the simplest form of SFK resolution. In the long paper
we’ll reinforce this point by providing a wide class of
realistic problems for which DR is tractable.

Example 2 Let E2 = {XlX2X3, XlX2X3, XlX2X3, XlX2X3}F

with the natural ordering. Satisfiability of E2 can be

determined without computing a single resolvent by
DRFi.e. by /:D-BEFas IL:a leaves all buckets empty
except b[Xl]FWhich does not generate any resolvent.

Note that the unit implicate xl is not in the output
DR(E2) of DR. FurthermoreFthe obvious attempt to
obtain a tractable answer to the query whether E ~ xl
failsPas DR(E2) U {~11) is not unit refutable.

Let now/:T = /:1 consist of all clauses with at most
one literal. The indexing function I~, (C) selects the
kernel variables among the first two literals of C~ In
this caseFinitially b[Xl] = b[x2] = E2. £1-BE yields the
clauses Xl [x3] and Xl[~-~] when processing b[x2]. Both
clauses are indexed in b[x3]Fso when processing x3 we
obtain xl[ ]Fthe only/:l-implicate of E2. ¯

Incremental saturation

A different kind of strategy is "incremental saturationI"
where each input clause C is processed in turnFun-
til the store of clauses is "saturated" under /:T-SFK
resolutionFthat isFuntil no unsubsumed/:T-acceptable
resolvents can be generated from the available clauses.

Incremental saturation (IS) adds a new input clause
C to a/:T-saturated set of clauses E as follows. We use
a set of parallel buckets bn[xi] for each xiFto index the
newly generated clauses separately. Begin by indexing
C with I£T in the bn buckets. Then process buckets one
by oneFstarting from the bucket bn[xj] of the smallest
xj C I£T(C). For each variable Xk > xjFcompute all
resolvents that can be obtained by resolving clauses of
bn[xk] with clauses of bn[xk] and b[xk]Fand index the
/:T-acceptable resolvents among them in the bn buckets.

The procedure is thus driven by the parallel buck-
ets; we never resolve together two clauses in b[xi]Fi.e.
two "old" clauses. When finishedFthe parallel buckets
should be emptied into the original bucketsFto prepare
the mechanism for receiving more clauses.

IS can be generalized to add a set of clauses F by
indexing all clauses of F in the bn arrayFand starting
with the smallest variable xj with non-empty bn[xj].

Theorem 8 (Ground completeness of IS)
Ground incremental saturation with any ~:T-acceptable
indexing ]unction I£T is a terminating and exhaustive
search strategy for SFK resolution and therefore for
propositional ~:T-consequence finding.

IS comes with two important benefits over BE. FirstF
IS can incrementally compute/:T-implicatesFas new in-
put clauses are received. There is no need to recompute
everything anew if the input grows. SecondFIS supports
queries about the new ~:T-implicates of a theory after
adding a clause (set). To show thisFdefine the set 
new prime ~:T-implicates induced by adding F to E as:

nPILT (E, P) PI£T (EU P) PI£T (E).

ThusPif E is £T-saturatedFadding F to E with IS yields
nPIr~T (E, P)Fby simply intersecting the (unsubsumed)
newly generated clauses with /:T.

But IS also has its drawbacks with respect to BE.
FirstFIS must use a weaker subsumption policy than



BEFnamely replacement instead of deletion. SecondF
ISFunlike BEFis limited in its ability to dynamically
order variables and to use global information about the
structure of the theory in deciding an ordering.

It is not difficult to provide examples where IS re-
quires exponentially more time and space than BEFand
converselyFdepending on the strategy used by each.

Applications
We discuss very briefly in this section some of the ap-
plications of SFK resolution.

1. Task-specific languages. There are many AI
tasksFe.g, ab ductionF diagnosisF reason-maintenanceF
and non-monotonic reasoningF which can be cast in
terms of restricted sets of consequences of the input
theory. Let V be any set of literals (typically closed
under instantiation)Fand consider the language ~y --
{C E L: [ C C_ V}. (Inoue 1992) discusses multiple ap-
plications of the sets PILv and nPILv in these areas.
For exampleFabduction can be captured in terms of
clauses which contain only "assumables;" circumscrip-
tion in terms of clauses which involve only "fixed" pred-
icates and positive "minimized" literals; diagnosisFin
terms of clauses containing positive "abnormality" lit-
erals.

2. LUB approximations. For a given target lan-
guage £:TFthe £:T-LUB (lowest upper bound) approx-
imation of a first order theory ~ is the strongest the-
ory ~lub _C ~V entailed by ~ (Selman and Kautz 1991F
Selman and Kautz 1996). ~lub is unique modulo log-
ical equivalenceFand equivalent to PI£T(~) (see (del
Val 1995Fdel Val 1996) for the general case). ThusF
SFK-resolution can be used to generate LUB approxi-
mations.

SFK-resolution[’noweverFdoes not compute very con-
cise LUBs. For vocabulary-based languages we can do
better. SpecificallyFsuppose that we put all symbols
in V last in the orderingFand that we allow all liter-
als whose symbol is in V. We can modify BE so that
it stops after processing all symbols preceding the first
symbol from V. Until thenFevery resolvent with a non-
empty skip is discarded (since it would contain symbols
not in V)Fi.e. the algorithm works essentially as DR.
The set of L:T-Clauses obtained by this procedure can
be shown to be equivalent to the/:v-LUB. The anal-
ogous procedure for other search strategies (including
FOL) is straightforward: resolve only on the first literal
of each clauseI’provided it’s symbol is not in V.

3. Polynomial size approximations. In comput-
ing LUB approximationsFit is important that ~l~b has
polynomial size. This can be achievedFin the propo-
sitional caseFby further restricting the clauses of our
target language to have no more than k-literalsFfor a
fixed k; in FOL one also needs to bound the complex-
ity of terms. Let Ca be any such language. The al-
gorithm available for this taskFGLUB-1 (Selman and
Kautz 1996Fdel Val 1996) is quite unsatisfactoryFas
it only forbids resolutions among pairs of clauses both
of which are in L:k. Thus e.g. for L:I only resolutions

among pairs of unit clauses are forbiddenFand thus for
satisfiable theories it is equivalent to resolution closure.
SFK resolution is clearly much better.

4. Exact knowledge compilation. The task of
exact knowledge compilation (del Val 1994) is to pre-
process an input knowledge base ~ so that after the
"off-line" compilation is completedFevery query can be
answered in polynomial time with respect to the size of
the compiled knowledge base. The idea is that the cost
of compilation can be amortized over many queries.

We present here a version of the (ground) KC algo-
rithm FPI1 (del Val 1994). FPII(E) computes PI(E)
with Tison’s methodFstoring in the compiled theory
only some of these implicatesF specifically the kernel
merge resolvents. A merge resolvent is a resolvent such
that some of its literalsFcalled the merge literalsFoccur
in both parent clauses (and must therefore be "merged"
in the resolvent). When some merge literals are in the
resolvent’s kernelFwe speak of a kernel merge resolvent.

The procedure IFPIA (Incremental Filtered Prime
Implicates Algorithm)Fgiven belowFdiffers from FPI1
only in the use of kernel deductions instead of Tison’s
method. IFPIA is compatible with any incremental
search strategy for kernel deductionsFor with forms of
lazy evaluation. In paxticularFE need to be given in
its entirety before beginning execution. If new clauses
axe addedFthey can be processed just as with kernel
deductionsFwith whichever strategy we are using.

Procedure IFPIA(E)
1. Compute the closure under kernel resolution of ~.
2. Return the unsubsumed clauses which are either:

input clansesFor kernel merge resolventsFof subsumers
of either.

Let IFPIA(E) be the output of the algorithm. Us-
ing theorem 1 from (del Val 1994)Fand proposition 4.2
aboveFwe can easily obtain:

Theorem 9 IFPIA(~) is logically equivalent to 
and unit refutation complete. That is, for any clause
C, ~ ~ C iff IFPIA(~) ~ C iff there exists a unit
resolution refutation of IFPIA(~) U ~C.

5. KC for restricted languages. The complete-
ness of IFPIA depends only on the completeness of the
underlying consequence finding methodFnamely kernel
resolution. AccordinglyF if we replace kernel resolu-
tion by Z:T-SFK resolutionFwe can ensure tractability
just for the queries in £T. FormallyFlet £T-IFPIA
be as IFPIA but with /:T-SFK resolutionF and let
IFPIA(E,£T) be its output.

Theorem 10 IFPIA(E, I:T) is unit refutation com-
plete with respect to ~T queries. That is, for any clause
C E ~T, E ~ C iff IFPIA(~T) ~ C iff there exists
a unit resolution refutation of IFPIA(~) U -~C.

Note that the approach here is quite different
from that of LUB approximationsFin the sense that
IFPIA(~,, LT) need not be a subset of /:TF nor be
equivalent to the £:T-LUB. AndF most crucially[’
tractability of answers to £:T-queries does no longer de-
pend on the tractability of inference in £:T.



Related work in consequence-finding

We have already mentioned directional resolution and
Tison-PI as instances of SFK-BE. Bucket elimination
is introduced in (Dechter 1998) as a uniform frame-
work for dealing with a wide variety of inference prob-
lems. We extend BE for the special case of resolution
on logical clauses by treating the indexing function and
£:T-acceptability criterion as parameters. Incremental
saturationFin turnFis motivated in part by IPIAFan
alternative incremental version of Tison-PI introduced
by (Kean and Tsiknis 1990). Neither IPIA nor most
other propositional consequence finding methods have
anywhere near the inferential and compilation capabil-
ities of SFK resolution.

In contrast to the propositional caseFrelatively few
first order methods are known which are complete for
consequence-finding. The ones known to us include:
unrestricted resolution (Lee 1967); m.s.1. (mergeF
subsumptionFlinear) resolution (Minicozzi and Reiter
1972); and SOL (skipForderedFlinear) resolution (In-
oue 1992). Other methods are complete only for finding
the consequences in some restricted language; for exam-
pleFpositive hyperresolution finds all positive clauses
entailed by the input theory (Slagle et aL 1969). Of
more direct relevance to this paper is SOL resolutionF
which is also complete for restricted £:T languages.

We do not know of any implementation of SOL res-
olution for full consequence findingFwhereas Tison’s
methodF£:-BEFis well regarded in practice for this task
(de Kleer 1992FForbus and de Kleer 1993). The goal-
directedness and low memory usage of linear resolution
are advantageous for theorem provingFbut this is not
so clear for consequence findingFwhere the computed
clauses are typically not discarded.2

Kernel resolution resembles ordered resolution (Basin
and Ganzinger 1996) in the use of an ordering of atoms
or A-ordering. Ordered resolution can be seen as a so-
phisticated first order version of directional resolutionF
or more exactly of £:~ - SFK resolution. Kernel reso-
lution generalizes directional resolution for consequence
findingFwhile ordered resolution generalizes DR to use
much more sophisticated ground orderings. Presum-
ably both aspects are quite compatibleFso it should be
possible to merge these two generalizations.

Discussion

We have introduced kernel resolutionF as a flexible
method to compute consequences in restricted sublan-
guagesFand discussed some of its applications. In sub-
sequent workFwe will show that it provides a theoretical

~SOL resolution involves a large amount of redundancy
for consequence-finding: a) every input clause has to be
considered as a top clause, which leads to many essentially
identical proofs; b) all possible orderings of non-top clauses
have to be considered; c) very limited deletion of subsumed
clauses in linear resolution (Stickel 1992), which has a much
larger potential impact in consequence-finding applications.

framework that allows for orders of magnitude improve-
ments in some exact knowledge compilation approachesF
and to allow the latter to be applied to compilation for
restricted languages.
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